OP? •••

Is OP for you?•••

• If it is, don't hesitate to join the staff in Room 326 Finley today, at 12:30 PM and start the long, steep climb to the top. You might become editor-in-chief one day. Even if you don't, you'll enjoy it. All we offer is hard work, long hours, and a chance to write short-lived, soon-forgotten prose.

speakers •••

A list of speakers available to the Engineering School during the term is posted on the Mechanical Engineering Board in the basement of the Tech building. ASME is asking you to indicate three choices, in order of preference, during the first week of classes.

Carl Weitman

LaGuardia Post

The first Student Council meeting of the term adjourned last night after several hours of heated debate climaxed by inaction.

Charges of reneged deals, improprieties in awarding contracts and the possible threat of a lawsuit colored the debate over the proposed change of printer for Campus.

Campus has been printed at City Wide Printers for the past four years, but this year these employees of the firm broke away and founded their own competitive firm. The Campus staff wanted to continue with the three printers, now incorporated as CUNY Press.

Competitive bidding between the two firms began this summer and both firms submitted bids containing the same. City Wide later submitted a lower bid, which would save $500 in student fees, but not enough after a contract had been signed with CUNY Press.

Gena Tassone of CUNY Press has stated that he feels City Wide is out to cut his trade and drive him out of business. There have been veiled allegations that a student at the College opened CUNY's sealed bid and reported it to City Wide, enabling them to Tassone: [When Council member De- na J. Seiden asked for an explanation of how City Wide was able to lower its bid, Council moved into closed session.] The case brought out the first split in the formerly solid line of the Campus first, Council numbers, but not until after a contract had been signed (Continued on Page 6)

General Hall Gets Major Renovation After 20 Years

Twenty years of neglect ended this summer as the General Hall, which has served as the College's auditorium since 1927, was repaired, repainted, and refurbished at a cost of twenty-eight thousand dollars.

The one hundred and eighty-five foot long and eighty-nine foot wide General Hall, with a seating capacity of 1500, was completely repainted and its main corridors细胞 were given a new finish. Razeo floors were cleaned. The seal and banners of 14 ancient universities which hang in the Hall and which were presented to the College by the City of 1879, were renovated. The stage, which are extremely delicate and fragile, were hand-cleaned by a member of the College's Department of Buildings and Grounds since no commercial cleaning establish- ment would undertake the cleaning task. The Great Hall has a long his- tory of distinguished speakers and events. Stylized after the Gothic design English universities, the Hall was first used as a site for the dedication cere- monies of the College's president (Continued on Page 3)

Special Guide for Freshmen — See Page 5

Cohen Library Enforcement Policy Differs Between Student & Faculty Delinquents

Library policy differs greatly in its treatment of students and faculty. Special privileges accorded to the student in only the most unusual cir- cumstances are standard procedure in dealing with faculty requests. The misuse of the library privilege may result in his de- barment from registration or classes until his rec- overy is cleared. No such threat can be held up to the delinquent faculty member.

In the circulation division, nearly 250 delinquent faculty and Administration members are listed. The delinquent fines are reserved for only those members who have been notified at least twice that their books are overdue, and whose letters have remained unanswered.

When a book is borrowed from the circulation division, the date on which it is due is stamped on the card along with the name and address of the bor- rower. The student is allowed to use it for the two week period for which it is marked. However, when a faculty member borrows a book, he is asked for how long he wishes to keep the book. If he says three months or six, he can have that due date stamped on his card. At times, the book is not even marked with a date. The faculty member may thus keep the book out of circulation until the end of the term when the files are checked and he is asked to return it.

The student is fined for overdue books at the rate of 10c a day plus a 25c penalty if the over- due book is not reported. When the faculty mem- ber returns an overdue book, he drops it in the slot and it goes unnoticed. Few members of the faculty or the administration report their delin- quency and pay the fine.

Following the week the book is due, both stu- dent and faculty are sent the same notice remind- ing them of the fact. However the following week, letters sent differ in content and wording and con- sequently cause different responses. The delinquent student is threatened with debarment in the event that he does not act immediately. The delinquent faculty member is "requested" to return the book so it will be available for other library users.

(Continued on Page 3)
College Pays Pupils to Learn

Fifteen elementary school students from Harlem participated in a course at the College this summer for which they received money instead of grades. The students were paid seventy-five cents an hour by the College to work with fifty instructors who were practicing their techniques in the education of underprivileged children.

The salaries were intended to induce the students to attend, but many were not impressed. Their reasons for coming varied from having nothing else to do, to a genuine desire to be educated.

Dr. Marvin Silverman, an elementary school principal who was coordinator of the program, stated that a major aim of the program was to develop new materials and techniques specifically for youngsters from underprivileged neighborhoods. "In the old days it was Dick and Jane and they lived in Scarsdale," he explained.

Sweeping changes in United States' policies at home and abroad were called for by the annual convention of the National Student Association (NSA) meeting in Madison, Wisconsin this week. Six students from the College were among the 430 delegates to the convention.

Many of the delegates, who represented 300 college student governments, were members of political action groups ranging from the conservative Young Democrats to the radical Students for a Democratic Society.

The College's delegation included Student Government President Carl Weltman, Community Service Coordinator Biderman, Ellen Turkish, Larry Yarnack, Janie Lalaskawi, and Nikki Landsman. Weltman led the Conservative Caucus, an informal group whose aim is to exert a moderating influence on the policy declarations adopted.

A system of education throughout the United States, financed by local, state, and federal governments, was called for in one of the convention's resolutions. Biderman hopes to get help from other schools in working for free tuition, and has already gotten ideas for programs to oppose "unfair and reform" the public.

The subjects which seemed to have the greatest appeal to the convention were the war in Vietnam, peace, poverty, civil rights, free speech, academic freedom, and the role of the student in regard to these issues. Resulting resolutions passed by the convention called on the United States to stop bombing in Vietnam, propose the admission of Communist China to the United Nations, make sure that nothing like the Dominican intervention occurs again, set up a federal police force to protect civil rights workers and Negroes, and channel anti-poverty funds directly to local groups organized to deal with their own problems in slum neighborhoods.

The NSA convention also voted to appeal to friends of the war
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Fear Of Higher Draft Quota Haunts Male Students

Over ten thousand male students at the College are on the firing line. The draft call for New York City is up well over 60%. For October, raising the specter of military service, interrupted educations, abbreviated honeymoon, and the reasonable chance of loss of limb or life. Nearly 90% of these students, students carrying at least 12 credits, are on board as a matter of course. Prof. Arthur Taft, Dean of Students, the College's liaison officer between the local draft boards and the students, recalled the days during the Korean War when students in the lower quarter of their class were drafted. While the boards are lenient in these cases, Taft said, a student graduating in January, and expecting to attend a graduate school in September, may find the draft boards less lenient. Graduate students, the draft boards themselves, while not enrolled for 12 credits, may be considered full time students, and exempted accordingly, at the discretion of Prof. Taft.

Campus protest movements demanding free speech and changes in public policies are led by students from the academic crop, according to a team of psychologists and sociologists. Student protest leaders were called "the nucleus of future trouble," a report presented to the American Psychological Association's annual meeting last week.

"Far from being rabble-rousers, terrorists or outside agitators, student movement leaders tend to be in unusually serious pursuit of education," said Dr. Ralph Heist, coordinator of the team. The report was based on five years of interviews and tests of 5,000 students at eight schools—three liberal arts colleges, two state universities, and three denominational colleges, and an additional study of 240 members of the Free Speech Movement at Berkeley.

Suggestions that last winter's great protest at Berkeley was staged by outside agitators "probably arose because people couldn't credit students with the ability to organize such a well-directed and meaningful movement," he added.

Campus Protest Leaders Also Top Students Says Study by Psychologists and Sociologists (Continued from Page 1)

"Marks don't matter at this point," he declared. Students on temporary leave of absence are fully draftable, he continued. Students in good standing whose graduation has been delayed by a short-age in credits, or who are behind their class, are still covered by the deferment.

Members of the Reserve Officers Training Corps are exempt from draft under any circumstances. Graduate students from the College are draftable during the interval between the end of undergraduate classes and the beginning of graduate classes. While the boards are lenient in these cases, Taft said, a student graduating in January, and expecting to attend a graduate school in September, may find the draft boards less lenient. Graduate students, the draft boards themselves, while not enrolled for 12 credits, may be considered full time students, and exempted accordingly, at the discretion of Prof. Taft.

New York City's draft call is almost equal to the call for the rest of the state. Colonel Bernard Frank of the Selective Service Administration in New York City has a heavy concentration of young people, and thus faced the draft of larger call-ups than other areas. Some 5,000 youths enter the draft pool every month. Twenty years old, and some 19 1/4 years old, are presently being called. Only when all draft-eligible youths, 18 to 26 years old, have been considered, will the boards be in a position to make a determination in the lower part of the class to be considered. The boards expect to draft all eligible youths in the fall by August 26 in our or five months, according to Frank.

Finley Committee Chairmen Elected

The Finley Center Planning Board enters its third term under the leadership of last year's chairman, Peri Salberg.

Jerry Ostroff was elected chairman of the Films Committee; Carol Rachlin, chairman of the Special Events Committee; Marlene Weisberger, chairman of the Films Committee; Barbara Divita, chairman of the Arts Committee; Joel Sobelberg, chairman of the Lectures Committee; Laura Mannenfield, chairman of the Lectures Committee; Howard Teitelbaum, chairman of the Publications Committee.

This year's program of entertainment is not yet completed, but will include lectures, art exhibits, films, dances, and concerts.

The first function of the year will be a lecture by Natalie Lask on "The History of the Hula," 3:30 P.M. in Lewisohn Lounge.

CLASSIFIED
Delinquents

Many members of the faculty and administration have for too long taken advantage of the leniency with which the library enforces its regulations against them. Both the library and the delinquents should not be spared criticism until all overdue books have been returned or replaced.

It is likely that most books are overdue because of forgetfulness or irresponsibility rather than dishonesty, but those keeping these volumes out, and thus depriving students of books they need, must be made to return them. The circulation division of the library shows little inclination to act forcefully. Miss Virginia Cesario, administrative assistant to Librarian Bernard Kreissman, turned down an observation made by a professor who insisted on the names of all delinquents, beginning with deans and deans of faculty and administration members, claiming, "people have the right to sin in private."

Observation Post feels the time has come for direct action. At the end of the summer session, the library notified each delinquent of the number and price of books he had overdue. We hope this reminder will serve to get most of the books back in circulation. If it does not, Observation Post hopes the library will find it appropriate to disclose the names of all delinquents, beginning with deans and department chairmen, in the hope that public pressure will make these many volumes available to students once again.

'Spectrum'

"Spectrum," the student government newsletter, made its first appearance this week. Observation Post does not see the need for an SG newsletter, but it would not condemn an honest attempt to publicize SG activities and inform students of plans for the Free Tuition campaign.

"Spectrum," however, is neither impartial nor objective. It contains a humorous attempt to degrade ex-SG President John Zippert, which is not only insulting but of little value to any student, especially freshmen who are unfamiliar with last year's SG. It contains two attempts at humor directed at freshmen, but only one straightforward effort to present information. It also contains one, and only one, activity note.

The first issue of "Spectrum" costs $2.25, as much as an issue of Observation Post or "Campus." The cost was held down only by printing at a non-union shop; other publications of the College have been printed only at union shops.

Observation Post objects to the publication of "Spectrum" in its present form. It improves its quality is not enough — it must be made an objective newsletter for all students. Student Council has a responsibility to the students of the College to more strictly supervise "Spectrum." Student Government should neither sponsor a propaganda organ nor support establishments which pay their employees less than the union minimum wage. "Spectrum" should be either completely revamped, or done away with, as quickly as Student Council can act.
Term Of Controversy

Last term saw an upsurge of student activity at the College the likes of which have not occurred for many years. Issues ranging from the perennial question of free tuition to the war in Vietnam were discussed, written about and acted upon. The struggle for the maintenance of free tuition occupied the center stage. Not only were there the usual letter-writing and district-level campaigns, but a "monster" rally and a fifty-three-hour vigil were successfully organized to demonstrate the determination of City University students to keep their colleges free.

Hundreds of students pickedet around the clock in front of Governor Rockefeller's residence urging him not to sign the free tuition bill, which had finally been passed by the New York State Legislature. Six thousand students marched to the North Campus in a demonstration which for the first time saw most of the major organizations on campus work to get their membership out for free tuition.

(Continued on Page 7)

Freshman Orientation Guide

OP Supplement

The College Changes Once More

Each Time Students See It Anew

As "the entering student moves through the College's long, tedious, and often thoroughly confusing process of admittance, "orientation," and registration, certain questions will probably occupy his thoughts: What is the College like? Will I succeed here? Will I be happy? Only time can answer the last two questions (though the chances are good) and even the first is not conducive to a single definite answer. The College is something different to every student; there are many thousand City Colleges, and each one changes every day, to find them. It has been rumored that several students ran themselves into the business or professional world academically prepared, but socially incompetent. The individual who gets nothing more out of college than what his professors tell him, is being gypped -- or, more crucial are, the College's teachers, and their teaching.

The College probably has some of the best teachers in the country. It also has a large number of mediocre mentors. What it doesn't have in large number are the scholars and researchers which are the pride of America's "great" universities. Those instructors who are interested in research and writing for their own sake generally move on to other schools, despite the College's generally high salary schedule, for they find that they do not have the time for much work other than teaching.

The responsibility for the student's education rests squarely on his own shoulders. His instructors are there to assist him, but they will make no great effort to force his help on him. There will be no notes sent to parents if a student does not keep up with his work, there will usually be no constant reminders that papers are due. The student is responsible.

All that is learned at college, however, is not necessarily learned in the classroom. The number of extracurricular (or "co-curricular" as current jargon has it) organizations and clubs are many and varied. They range from the largely social fraternities and sororities, to the many thousand City Colleges, and each one changes every day.
Don't Suffer From Term Paper Fatigue, The Library Has Ready Made Remedies

By ARTHUR VOLBERT

Some students go through their entire college careers without ever learning how to make full use of the library. Their research papers and term reports suffer accordingly. It is therefore important for a freshman to learn early how to use the library to his best advantage.

The freshman will probably use the reserve room on the first floor of Cohen Library more than any other facility. In it he will use books which the librarian has assigned for the whole class to read. Some books there are required for room use only and cannot be taken out. Others may be taken out for overnight use after 3:15 P.M. There is a new five dollar fine in addition to regular fines for books taken out overnight without proper registration.

Sometimes the student will find a book which the instructor says is on reserve but is not on reserve. This happens when the librarian has not filled out a form to reserve the book six weeks ahead of time as he should have.

In the second floor lobby is the information desk, public card catalog, and circulation division. At the information desk are copies of the Cumulative Book Index which lists all books published during the year. You may also fill out a request form for any book you may wish the college to purchase. However these requests should be mainly for non-fiction works.

There are several specialized rooms in Cohen Library. The Serial Division (Room 204) contains bound volumes of magazines dating from 1860 on open shelves. It also keeps current magazines on closed shelves. Magazines from before 1860 are shelved in the general stacks on the first floor and may be obtained in Room 101B.

The Education-Psychology library (Room 103) contains books, magazines, bibliographies and reference books in those subjects. It also has a Vocational Guidance division which has books and pamphlets describing job opportunities. There are catalogues of colleges and universities and a listing of available scholarships and fellowships.

The Humanities Divisions (Room 206) has books on English, Foreign Languages, Literature Philosophy, Religion and Speech. There is a large fiction selection comprising both famous novels of the past and well-known current works. There are dictionaries of many languages ranging from ancient Sanskrit to current Vietnamese.

The Social Sciences Division (Room 205) has books on History, Government, Sociology, Economics, Law, and Social Welfare. United States, United Nations and New York documents are kept there. There is also a collection of handbooks on topics most used in debating classes.

If you want to obtain a back issue of a newspaper, go to the Special Rooms (Room 306). It has on microfilm back issues of the New York Times dating continuously from 1851. There are also issues of the London Times going back to the 1790's and some American newspapers from the time of the Revolutionary War. The room also has an art library with books and magazines on Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, Graphic Arts, and Photography.

The Special Collections Room (Room 307) contains the archives of the Free Academy and the College. It also has rare and valuable books including an Audubon folio with volumes worth up to one thousand dollars and several books published before 1600.

Don't suffer from term paper fatigue. Use the library to your best advantage.

COUNCIL (Continued from Page 6)

Campus to CUNY. Campus First sources claimed that Right, Van Riper, Editor-in-Chief, had reneged on a deal he had made to keep the paper at City Wide. Van Riper denied this charge. Signall expressed concern that the school might be sued for breach of contract.

Action on the motion was postponed.

In another action, a motion to hold a special election to fill the vacated Council seats in the Class of '68 and '66 was tabled. The petition of the Class of '68's elections were voided because of irregularities in the ballot forms. Weitzman also disclosed that two members of Council were "wasting" less than a C average. Berliner vowed that "If I have any say, I'll throw them all off!" and added that the problem would have to be reviewed by a faculty committee.

Registration (Continued from Page 5)

Finding no departments under these names they ran frantically around, unaware that the proper registration people were the History, Speech, Romance Languages, Art, Cafeteria and Columbia University Near Middle East Language and Culture Center desks, respectively. It is fortunate indeed that Intranatel 8 was eliminated from the syllabus several years ago.

What mysteries do future registrations hold? If other departmental plans of changing all course numbers, perhaps the near future will find freshmen taking advanced electives, while graduating seniors labor through freshman orientation for the first time, and lower classmen structuring their seniors in the history of Modern India, while professors attempt to teach a class simultaneously in Modern Indian folklore and Modern European folklore.

Perhaps the day will eventually come when a classroom full of instructors will debate ancient history while the entire junior class sits on South Campus Lawn. But don't let this possibility worry you — just remember that every change made by the faculty or administration is for your benefit.
Booster Season Begins:
New Coach, Old Team

By KEN GELLER

Numerous pro-season reports on the College's soccer team have noted that the boosters' strength lies in their veterans. But it is not unfairly that a large part of the team's success in the season opening campaign will be due to a newcomer to the squad, Coach William Killen. Killen, armed with the philosophy that winning is the by-product of good coaching, seems more than able to fill the void left by former booster mentor Prof. Harry Karlin, who retired last year. Though only 24, Killen has an enormous amount of experience already behind him. As a member of the 1961 National Soccer Champions, he was voted the most valuable back in the tournament. In 1962, he was selected as an alternate halfback for the United States Pan American and Olympic teams.

Though last year's soccer team, which compiled an impressive 5-2-2 record, has returned virtually intact, Coach Killen views the 1963 season as no bed of roses. Though all-star goalie Walt Kopczuk, Cliff Soas, and Izzy Weil have returned virtual­ly intact, Coach Killen views the team's chances as no bed of roses. Though Kopczuk and Cliff Soas, two of the team's most experienced players, and Izzy Weil, who performed a brilliant marathon but that event was cancelled, the team's chances seemed to be slipping. Coach Killen urged all students who are interested in trying out for the soccer team or are looking for an experience as an assistant manager of the soccer team to speak with him any day after 4 PM, in Lewishon Stadium.

Lucia...

Upon completion of his tenure as Director of the Olympic Fencing Development Camp, Professor Edward F. Lucia, the College's Fencing coach, was presented with an engraved "Main Gauche" parrying dagger in recognition of his services to the cause of Olympic Fencing.

Basketball...

When the College's Basketball team takes the court against Adelphi University for this season's first game on December 1, it will mark the 40th anniversary to the day of the first meeting between these two rivals. The first Adelphi-CUNY hoop battle occurred on December 1, 1926, with the Beavers emerging victorious, 22-21.

The rivalry between these two teams has provided many memorable moments for both sides. In 1967, the Beavers defeated Adelphi 86-61, a record which still stands as the Lavender's largest margin of victory. The Panthers avenged the embarrassing forty-seven years later, as they bombed the Beavers 107-78.

Pre-game ceremonies will be held to observe the anniversary.

Schedules

| Oct. 2 | Amityville | VCP |
| Oct. 11 | University of Bridgeport | VCP |

BERKSHIRE SPECIAL - 45c till 10:30 AM
2 eggs, potatoes, orange juice, bread, butter, and jelly or orange juice, bread, butter & jelly Coffee or Tea.

Your Extra Cup of Coffee is Compliments of Dom's.

Outgoing orders — Call 283-9956

OBSERVATION POST SPORTS
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Hill 'n Daler Title Hopes Rest
On O'Connell's Strong Legs

By PAUL SMOLARICK

As a result of good coaching, seems that winning is the by-product of good coaching. Though last year's soccer team, the leadership provided by ex-captains Walt Kopczuk and Cliff Soas has been an enormous help to Killen, who admits that "the boys just haven't played together long enough." If the boosters' manager to play the type of soccer in which they are capable of scoring only 19 last year, the 60th anniversary to the day of the first meeting between these two teams provided many memorable moments for both sides. The first Adelphi-CUNY hoop battle occurred on December 1, 1926, with the Beavers emerging victorious, 22-21.

The rivalry between these two teams has provided many memorable moments for both sides. In 1967, the Beavers defeated Adelphi 86-61, a record which still stands as the Lavender's largest margin of victory. The Panthers avenged the embarrassing forty-seven years later, as they bombed the Beavers 107-78.

Pre-game ceremonies will be held to observe the anniversary.

Stebco Economy Attache Case

Here's a truly handsome and versatile business or student case priced easily within the reach of everyone! Fashioned of richly textured, milled Royale, the Stebco Economy Attache Case offers features usually found in only expensive cases, such as: 3 expanding pocket folio, dust/moisture resistant closure, 4 pockets of various sizes, and handsome interior. Amazingly lightweight, too. Colors: Black, London Tan.

$6.99

BREAD & BUTTER PATE

DOM'S ITALIAN HEROS

1618 AMSTERDAM AVENUE — Opposite Goethals Ball

BIG VALUE

AT A REALLY TINY PRICE!

CITY COLLEGE STORE